
CoGeNT: a dedicated search for low-mass WIMPs�
�
�

•   An excellent example of synergy with industry: Canberra’s 
PPCs around since early 80’s. �

•   Remarkably simple commercial technology leads to 
applications in double-beta decay (MAJORANA, GERDA) and 
astroparticle physics (CoGeNT).�

•   Searches for an annual modulation require exquisite 
instrumental stability. But how much is enough?�

•   PNNL/UC/Canberra C-4 expansion (x10 mass, lower bckgs 
and threshold) will make it, or break it.�
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News from the CoGeNT front: �
�
�

•    Long (and overdue) paper to appear 
soon, simultaneous with C-4 design 
paper. �
•    Detector is alive and well, post-
Soudan fire. Approaching an 
additional 150 kg-day of 
uninterrupted data-taking. Three 
years at end of 2012.�
•    Sneak-preview of new data today 
(analysis only recently started). 
Should be considered very 
preliminary. �
•    Plan to release time-stamped bulk 
and surface events, from two 
independent analysis pipelines 
(allowing to study effect of choice of 
cuts). Long paper doubles as a 
“manual” for use of these data.�
•    Previous experiment in data sharing 
has been very rewarding (hint-hint).�
•    First C-4 detector in production.�

no impact on threshold �
seen nor expected �
from this change. �



From the upcoming paper(s): �
�
�

•    Detailed shield & DAQ description �
•    Characterization: energy calibration, 
quenching factor, dead layer, trigger 
efficiency, overall stability (nothing 
anomalous found, which does not mean it 
is not there). Discussion on this.�
•    Data selection cuts (two independent 
pipelines -UC, UW- yield similar results)�
•    Muon veto cuts (conclusion: modulation 
expected from µ’s a factor 50-100 
smaller than observed)�
•    Surface event rejection (adding 
simulated pulse analysis). Can change 
inferred WIMP ROI to slightly lower 
couplings and slightly higher masses (see 
our previous paper).�
•    Extensive background studies: can’t come 
up with a source for low-energy excess 
(which again, may just mean a total lack 
of imagination: we have entered ~1 keV 
terra incognita). �
•    The technique, in particular C-4, holds 
great promise (sensitivity, long-term 
stability, E scale, simplicity of analysis)�

ULB Pb �
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�
�
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•    Detailed shield & DAQ description �
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From the upcoming paper(s): �
�
�

Many mostly redundant cuts: �
�
the only thing that can be 
said about the origin of 
CoGeNT’s low-E excess with 
any confidence is that these 
are not electronic noise 
events. �
�

data cuts�

LN2 fills�

•    Detailed shield & DAQ description �
•    Characterization: energy calibration, 
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anomalous found, which does not mean it 
is not there). Discussion on this.�
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pipelines -UC, UW- yield similar results)�
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�
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•    Detailed shield & DAQ description �
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From the upcoming paper(s): �
�
�

Excellent 
agreement 
between 
observed 
muon veto 
rate and 
predictions 
from MCNP-
Polimi and 
GEANT �
�

Radon, it ain’t�
�

•    Detailed shield & DAQ description �
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From the upcoming paper(s): �
�
�

simulated pulse analysis�
(in progress)�
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Several other sources found negligible�
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New data: sneak preview (very preliminary) �
�
�

•   Checking that all parameters employed 
in cuts have remained stable following 
the 3 mo. thermal cycle post-fire (we 
want to continue with no changes to 
those -cuts have been frozen from the 
beginning, a de facto blind analysis-) �
•    Low-energy excess still there. �
•    Rates look flatter on second year. 
Optimist: to be expected, the 
modulation was too large.       
Pessimist: to be expected, the 
modulation was a fluke. �
•   Cosmogenics nicely getting out of the 
way: the region 0.5-0.7 keV may have 
decayed an additional ~15% beyond 
what expected from these. Needs just 
a few more months to distinguish 
between a very long-lived decay there 
(T1/2~6 years (!?)) or initial short decay 
from unrejected surface events. All 
this can affect modulation phase a tad.�
•    How to treat all this new info: we are 
performing a sophisticated 2D (energy-
time) analysis in collaboration with 
Matt Bellis and Chris Kelso, able to 
test several halo model features. �
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�
�
State-of-the-art�
for ~1 pF detectors: �

�
We can do �
much better �
than 0.4 keV�
Thresholds! �

�

Conventional �
HPGe coaxial �
detector�
�
�
�
PPC HPGe �
~400 eV threshold, �
working on �
further reduction �
�

Present PPCs dominated by parallel-f noise:�
�

Noise identification detective work (approximately ~2 years 
of cracking detectors open): �
�

(all of this noise mumbo-jumbo actually checks)�
�

Noise abatement not dissimilar to background reduction: �
one layer of crap hides the next one (noise terms add in quadrature!).�
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Redesigned PPC innards 
(PNNL).�
�
C-4 to feature lower 
detector capacitance �
(in x3 crystal mass), �
lower parallel-f noise, �
“smart” triggering (FPGA 
based). We expect a lower 
threshold, but seeing is 
believing.�
�

Noise abatement not dissimilar to background reduction: �
one layer of crap hides the next one (noise terms add in quadrature!).�

Taking shape: �
First C-4 cryostat at PNNL �
�
Crystal insertion �
full dress rehearsal: �
T. Hossbach (PNNL), �
M. Yocum & J. Colaresi �
(Canberra) �
�

Starting new electronics & DAQ from scratch: a must 
to confirm a modulation, for all experiments. �
�

�
Tourist #1 �
�

�
Tourist #2 �
�



An alternative�
look at the same �
data reveals a 
5.7σ excess in 
the NR band, 
beyond the reach 
of CDMS’ ann. 
mod. analysis, in 
surprising 
agreement with 
CoGeNT.�
�
�
arXiv:1204.3559�
(see N. Fields 
talk yesterday)�
�

The light-WIMP front is not getting any less confusing �
�
�

CDMS’�
annual �
modulation �
analysis �
�
arXiv:1203.1309�
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•  “No, we never looked at the data from the eight detectors overlapped”�
�
•  “No, we never performed an annual modulation search at lower energy”�

(Third time I get the same replies, from different CDMS speakers)�
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Experimentalists should strive to reduce uncertainties�
(as opposed to living off of them)�

D. Fustin�
PhD Thesis �

Six months ago we could not distinguish between these �
three possibilities (for low-E recoils, within COUPP). �

Rational solution: design a relevant calibration. In the mean time, account for uncertainty.�
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D. Fustin�
PhD Thesis �

Y-88/Be �
breaks the impasse. �
�
Now we know which 
curve is correct. �
�
�
�
See COUPP talk�
by A. Robinson�
(also H. Lippincott’s on 
additional CIRTE 
calibration)�

Six months ago we could not distinguish between these �
three possibilities (for low-E recoils, within COUPP). �

Rational solution: design a relevant calibration. In the mean time, account for uncertainty.�



Experimentalists should strive to reduce uncertainties�
(as opposed to living off of them)�

Two groups in this room: �
�
•  Those who take XENON100 low-mass limits at face value.�
�
•  Those who are aware of the assumptions and choices made to arrive at them (and 

notice what those two events right at threshold may mean within that context). 
NB: NR and ER separation actually improves in LXe at low-E. �

(only for true aficionados)�

XENON’s Leff: �
from unphysical, �
to biased �
(that is progress!)�

These two dominated by �
threshold effects (the rest not free of them, IMEO)�



A challenge to XENON-100: �
 �

Perform a (shielded) 
Y-88/Be calibration in situ �
and tell us what you see 
(or don’t see)�
�
(notice differences with a bubble 
chamber, where P and T are the 
only instrumental effects that 
can affect response, allowing use 
of a small calibration device)�

Let’s settle this question once for all. �
 �

BeO disks�
(n yield can �
be improved �
with 4π coverage) �



It won’t be for a lack of ways to calibrate LXe at low energy: �
 �

XENON10 S2 conundrum: an additional ~1 keV shift in E scale �
turns a “robust exclusion” into “evidence” for a light-WIMP.�
�
Similar approach generates CDMS’ deviant quenching factor �
(isolated in that respect for Ge, see N. Field’s talk)… �
an indicator of its reliability.�

Behavior predicted in �
arXiv:1010.5187: �

Lindhard � Several clean transitions to ground state�
produce O(300) eV recoils. �
Generous (~0.1%) branching ratios make �
measurement feasible in a thermal n beam�
(you have to catch the coincident gamma with HPGe).�

Xenon is one of the few targets favorable to use of an old�
calibration method, ideal to measure low-E trend of S2 scale: �

monotonic �
temporal evolution �
of attempts to fit �
this scale�



To finalize: �
 �

Strictly from the point of view of radiation detection, �
this speaker does not know how to reconcile �
DAMA, CoGeNT and CRESST: �
�
Either we are to learn something subtle about �
the halo, couplings, or detector effects, or… �
�
their observations have nothing in common.�
�
�

Finally, in preparation �
(also absence of channeling)�
�
�

?! �

Moving in circles (quite literally)�
�
�



�
May we know something with 

any certainty by IDM2014�
�

(& let us play fair �
in the mean time)�


